
  

 
 

 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Jerry Staudenraus brings an impressive compilation of his work in "Moonbeams and Poetry: For 

Those Whose Ears Are Pricked and Tongues That Are Long-Drawn" 

 

The book is a vibrant read for poets and poetry lovers out there. It offers a collection of well-

written poems with diverse topics that include sky gods, orbs, and circles of life. 

 

 
 

 

Author Jerry Staudenraus' well-thought-out and widely praised book, "Moonbeams and Poetry: 

For Those Whose Ears Are Pricked and Tongues That Are Long-Drawn," a composition 

that covers a wide array of topics such as sky gods, orbs, and unpronounceable spaces in 

between, is now available in leading digital stores globally. 

 

In an interview, Mr. Jerry Staudenraus says the book is a text of imaginings meant to be read 

with ease, for fun, comedy, or some sort of reflection. 

 

Readers who are into poetry will love this latest masterpiece brought by Mr. Staudenraus. They 

get the chance to admire the easy initiation into the verse that Staudenraus' writing and the lively 

imagery that comes with every poem in the book. 

 

 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Moonbeams-Poetry-Pricked-Tongues-Long-Drawn/dp/1643141562
https://www.amazon.com/Moonbeams-Poetry-Pricked-Tongues-Long-Drawn/dp/1643141562


  

 
 

 

 

“The book allows us to appreciate and understand the world around us and sheds light – in a fun 

or vibrant way – all the things we can't grasp," Mr. Staudenraus said. 

 

Mr. Staudenraus' anthology takes a dive into heavenly bodies, orbs, sky gods, circles of life, and 

the rhythms of players playing and being played. The poems contained inside "Moonbeams and 

Poetry: For Those Whose Ears Are Pricked and Tongues That Are Long-Drawn" also explore 

time passages as well as the aspiration of being fulfilled at what's out there. They tickle readers 

with messages of death and regret and provide resonating notes about hope and love. 

 

Mr. Staudenraus suggests that readers and poets read "with a sense of youthful whimsy and 

curiosity." He said if these little ditties don't comport with their understanding of the universe, 

they may do what he sometimes does.  

 

He shares," When I wonder why, after applying noteworthy effort, some idea just still isn't where 

I can grasp it, I tilt my face toward the night sky, look upward and across, seeking an audience 

with a moonbeam, hoping the answer is contained somewhere within its sheet of radiance, 

waiting to be revealed." 

 

During his childhood, the author recalled an incident where he stole three cars and drove from 

Washington to a place close to the border in California before he was nabbed. After he was 

reunited with his family, both of his parents asked about the incident. 

 

"Why did you steal that car," his parents asked him. Mr. Staudenraus replied that he wanted to go 

to California "to write a book." That's where everything started – how his journey in writing 

blossomed. 

 

Those who want to grab a copy of "Moonbeams and Poetry: For Those Whose Ears Are Pricked 

and Tongues That Are Long-Drawn" may purchase it on Amazon, Barnes and Noble, and Book 

Depository. 

  

Based in Canada, Bookside Press shares the magic of its authors' books with the world. 
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